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A day in review……

18th Jan 82019
POLITICS;
HEADLINES
Museveni attends
AU meeting on
Congo poll.
ENERGY IN THE
NEW;
-Luweero residents
cry foul over power
outage.

POLITICAL
Museveni attends AU meeting on Congo poll; President Museveni
yesterday attended the high level consultative meeting that discussed the crisis
arising from the December 30 Democratic Republic of Congo presidential
elections. Story
ENERGY IN THE NEWS;
Luweero residents cry foul over power outage; while the domestic power
consumers count losses in destroyed household electric appliances including
television sets, officials from the NWSC in Luweero on Wednesday reported
loss of four power circuit breakers as a result of power outages. Story

NATIONAL;
-HRW report pins
Uganda on torture.

NATIONAL;
HRW report pins Uganda on torture; government has failed to provide
accountability for torture and extrajudicial killings in the country, Human Rights
Watch, has said in latest report. Story

REGIONAL;
-Tear gas fired as
hundreds march to
Sudan presidential
palace.

REGIONAL;
Tear gas fired as hundreds march to Sudan presidential palace; Sudanese
police fired tear gas at hundreds of protesters marching towards the
presidential palace in Khartoum on Thursday, as demonstrations demanding
President Omar al-Bashir's resignation spread to other cities and towns. Story

COURT;
-Prisons ordered to
produce Stella
Nyanzi in court.

COURT;
Prisons ordered to produce Stella Nyanzi in court; the Buganda Road
Chief Magistrate’s Court has issued a production warrant for former Makerere
University researcher Dr. Stella Nyanzi who is accused of indecent
communication against the President. Story

EDUCATION;
-Uneb registers
better PLE
performance.
BUSINESS;
-Rising Woman
winners off to
Kenya.
SPORTS;
-Kiplimo prioritizes
world x-country
over Doha.
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EDUCATION;
Uneb registers better PLE performance; the Uganda Examination Board has
registered better performance in the 2018 Primary Leaving Examinations
compared to 2017. Story
BUSINESS;
Rising Woman winners off to Kenya; ten women in business flew to Nairobi,
Kenya, on Wednesday ahead of a training trip two months after they were
awarded in the Rising Woman business proposal writing competition. Story
SPORTS;
Kiplimo prioritizes world x-country over Doha; Jacob Kiplimo is opining
different. “Cross-country is my priority,” the teenager told Daily Monitor in an
earlier exchange. “I like cross-country,” he emphasized. Kiplimo’s choice could
be fueled by his rich profile. Story
And finally; P6 girl scores aggregate 5 in PLE; she clenched her fists, jumped high and
punched the air. Yeah! Yeah! That’s enough for me. That was the reaction Joy Suzan
Namugenyi of St Barnabas Primary School in Muyenga, Kampala, expressed when news was
broken to her that she had scored aggregate 5 in the 2018 PLE. Story

Today’s scripture; James 5:16
ESKOMorning quote; “Stop wearing your wishbone where your backbone ought
to be.” By- Elizabeth Gilbert
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